Motion chevelle

Say the words Baldwin-Motion or just Motion around car nuts and watch them perk up. Joel's
engine of choice was usually the L, with the first being put into a Camaro. Motion not only built
up the power train, but was into the exterior as well. Fiberglass hoods, including Stinger hoods
on the earlier cars and the famous L bulge hood on the later cars, distinctive stripes, etc.
Besides turning new muscle cars into supercars, Motion had a large mail-order business where
the customers could order and build the car of their dreams. Motion probably pushed the
envelope to the limit when it built a powered Vega. The famous Motion emblem can be found on
almost any model that Chevrolet sold in the late '60s and early '70s, with the most popular being
Camaros and Corvettes. Surviving intact and virtually untouched from the day it was bought
from Baldwin-Motion, this '69 Phase III Camaro shows not quite 6, miles on the odometer. Or
maybe this more understated '69 Baldwin-Motion Camaro is more your style. It features an LS-6
with aluminum heads and cfm Holley 3 barrel carb. Would you like to try your luck? Joel Rosen
then installed an LS-6 , and a few other goodies, just for good measure, including the white
stripes and wild hood. This car also has a , but is equipped with a Hone-O-Drive transmission,
but has black stripes and a fiberglass hood. What a bargain! Return to the Supercar Registry.
Utter the words Motion Performance to any muscle car enthusiast and you'll do more than just
get his attention. Like the dinner bell ring to Pavlov's dogs, those two words can make any GM
fanatic salivate uncontrollably. This is usually caused by the disorder known to some purists as
horsepower conditioned reflex, or HCR for short. The Motion Performance legacy is beyond
legendary, and so well documented that it need not be repeated here. Joel Rosen did for Chevy
what Mr. Norm did for Mopar, and then some. His first-class builds out of his Baldwin, New
York, shop have stood the test of time, one quarter-mile at a time. The cars that were built in
conjunction with Baldwin Chevrolet have gone on to become first-rate collector's items. These
cars, morphed by Joel and the Motion team, and then sold with financing and warranties as
brand-new vehicles directly from the Baldwin dealership, command huge prices whenever an
example hits the market. These very limited edition vehicles are scooped up at sums that would
make even Donald Trump think twice before digging into his deep pockets. Since these rides
have become so valuable on the auction block, imposter vehicles have sprung up in the
marketplace, wreaking havoc on potential buyers. Since it's become such a high-stakes trade,
paperwork is usually the key to determining the true origin of any Motion-labeled car. In the
Motion world of cars there are two categories. First and most valuable are the Baldwin Motion
vehicles: cars that were modified by Motion as new vehicles directly from Baldwin Chevrolet
and sold as new. Second are Motion prepped vehicles, which were basically used cars that
came in to get custom modifications done by the Motion team of mechanics. Many owners
decided to get complete bumper-to-bumper makeovers of their rides, including the iconic Phase
III treatment. Though not as sought after as the true Baldwin Motion cars, these shop order cars,
with the correct documentation, are sought after by muscle car aficionados and collectors alike.
This Chevelle is one of those rides. Already a potent ride, the Chevy still wasn't performing the
way he wanted out on the streets. Armed with enough cash to buy two brand-new '71 Chevelles,
he told the Motion crew what exactly he wanted his Chevy to do. He then plunked down his
hard-earned money on a total revamp of the A-Body. What he got for his Benjamins was a
bruiser that would compete with the big boys on the street and on the strip. And remember, this
is in money, when 10 grand could almost get you a brand-new Corvette. Not only did he want all
the Phase III rebuild could offer, he also wanted nitrous in the equation, a not-too-common
additive on the street in the late '70s. The Chevelle started life as an LS-5 car, built with a
powerful with a four-barrel up on top, and shifted by the standard three-speed automatic. Joel's
rebuild included a blueprinted with open-chamber heads, built to his own Phase III specs. On
this build, the nitrous injection system was added in addition to a high-rise Edelbrock Torker
Sidewinder manifold and a Holley four-barrel double-pumper carb. Out back the driveline
consisted of the original Positraction bolt rear stuffed with 4. Traction bars were added to get
the new L meats to grab the pavement. The car received new shocks all the way around as well.
A line-lock was installed to cook up those rear skins. Hooker headers helped get rid of the spent
gases in a hurry and then sent them through a set of Thrush Turbo mufflers. The look wouldn't
be complete without a new fiberglass hood color-matched to the original Mulsanne Blue paint.
Lightweight hood springs were bolted on as well. Stripes were added to the hood and decklid.
After the buildup, the car was dyno tuned at the shop for peak performance. What this young
man received for his money was a full-on, race-ready car, with the power needed to run with the
best of the big-blocks. The Chevelle has gone through several collectors' hands over the years,
still with just a little more than 36, original miles on its odometer. It's in unrestored condition,
retains almost all of its original parts minus those removed by Motion and still has its original
paint. It still rolls on the original factory wheels as well, unusual considering how many of these
cars saw their original wheels disappear on day two! The car has been thoroughly documented

over the years. It still has the original buildsheet, along with the invoices from Motion for the
rebuild. Included in the paperwork is the cashed check from the owner to Joel Rosen, and the
registration card. In , Rosen documented the car, stating that it is a true Motion-prepped car that
received his Phase III treatment. That paperwork is also with the car. He plans to keep the car
running at its highest potential while still preserving its lineage. The Chevelle has been well
maintained and is driven on occasion to keep it in tune. A year after Bobby bought the car, Joel
Rosen himself contacted him to tell him that he had signed the sun visor back in , something
that had not been brought up during the sale. Sure enough, Bobby lowered the driver's visor to
find a hand-written note: "Good Luck with your Motion Built Chevelle. Close Ad. Scotty
Lachenauer writer. Chevelle Makeover. After the Build. Share on Facebook Share on Twitter.
The wildest of these transformations was the Phase III package, which came with a written
money-back guarantee of specific quarter-mile performance signed by Rosen. None were ever
returned on that basis, yet Phase III cars were also completely streetable and reliable. Finished
in Burnished Brown with a White vinyl roof and Parchment interior, it is first identifiable by the
big block midyear Corvette-style Stinger hood installed as part of the Phase III package and the
Motion center caps on its American Racing Torque Thrust wheels. Showing just 39, miles, this
rare Chevelle is the only remaining matching numbers example built in It is also the
best-documented Baldwin Motion car on the market, and is accompanied by the original
invoice, build sheet, Protect-O-Plate and letters of authenticity from Joel Rosen. Information
found on the website is presented as advance information for the auction lot. The lot and
information presented at auction on the auction block supersedes any previous descriptions or
information. Mecum is not responsible for information that may be changed or updated prior to
the auction. The decision to purchase should be based solely on the buyers personal inspection
of the lot at the auction site prior to the auction. Email Address. Password Forgot Your
Password? Toggle navigation Menu. Previous Next. Full Screen. Color Brown Interior Ivory.
Kissimmee Auction Search. Reset Search. However, there was a learning curve with these
back-alley builds. Some projects went backward in performance when these modifications and
upgrades were not professionally executed. The demand for proper, professional Day Two
experts emerged. Most of the supercar dealerships of the muscle era essentially provided a
stock-bodied vehicle with plenty of extra horses, using either a highly tuned factory power plant
or a high-performance crate engine. Some of these cars even came with a written, money-back,
quarter-mile performance guarantee. Rosen later built a Chevrolet Corvette and raced across
multiple venues: drag racing, hill climbs, gymkhanas, rallies, and ice races. Despite this strong
performance resume, Rosen had no contacts with General Motors or any performance
subsidiaries affiliated with the automaker. Nevertheless, customers were already coming to
Rosen for speed equipment and knew of him from his racing activities, and he soon had an idea
to create a car that was ready to misbehave from the moment the owner signed on the dotted
line. Baldwin was a family-run Chevrolet dealership, and it had no reputation or previous
dealings in the high-performance car business. But by Rosen and Ed Simonin the general
manager at Baldwin formed a partnership that would allow any customer to have a Camaro,
Chevelle, or Corvette built into a killer street machine at Motion Performance and delivered
through Baldwin Chevrolet. Baldwin-Motion cars came complete with dyno-proven engine,
suspension, and drivetrain upgrades that worked on the street, drag strip, and even a road
course. Professionally-applied special paint and body modifications, along with custom wheels,
set these cars apart visually from anything else on the street. Crucially, Baldwin-Motion cars
were all totally custom and built-to-order, so each example was unique. Phase III and SS cars
had unique exterior trim, including Motion badging, as well as custom fiberglass body
treatments like stinger hoods and unique paint treatment. These cars also offered an options
list that included a wide array of high-performance engines, transmissions, and chassis.
Popular options included Holley three-barrel carburetors, aluminum high-rise intakes, Phase II
CD ignitions, Sun Super Tachometers and gauge sets, Super-Bite suspension components,
scooped hoods, a variety of aftermarket magnesium wheels, headers with chrome side exhaust,
and Hone Overdrive transmissions, which allowed high-speed cruising with a variety of
ultra-low rear gears set options. Rosen marketed the body kits out of his speed shop, along with
the dyno-proven parts combinations, which customers could purchase through Motion mail
order catalogs. Schorr was also highly involved in product development and marketing. Motion
Performance built roughly cars from to Original Baldwin-Motion cars are in high demand with
collectors and rarely change hands publicly. The last time a true Baldwin-Motion car crossed
the auction block was at the Mecum in Kissimmee, Florida, in January The Environmental
Protection Agency EPA put tougher constraints on automakers to reduce exhaust emissions,
and buyers wanted cars with better fuel mileage. Baldwin Chevrolet shuttered in , ending many
years of success with Rosen. His latest addition to the Motion Supercar menu was the Motion

Super Vega, which would mark the end of days for these builds. The Department of Justice sent
Rosen a cease-and-desist, directing him to no longer build modified street cars that flouted
factory emissions standards. Rosen had other side projects in the s, but eventually he retired to
Florida about 25 years ago. He now does consulting work for several diecast car manufacturers,
who reproduce miniatures of his cars, and also helps collectors verify and document surviving
Baldwin-Motion examples. Plans were to build 12 cars, but production never came together. The
show car, along with a convertible prototype, was auctioned off at Barrett-Jackson in
Baldwin-Motion Supercars Reggie Horning. A Story About. Your weekly dose of car news from
Hagerty in your inbox. See more newsletters Thanks for signing up. Sign up. More on this topic.
Archived More essential pointers for safe winter car storage Mike Bumbeck. Archived 11 car
and truck models born as trim levels Brandan Gillogly. Archived A tale of two-tones: Jeep
Grand Wagoneer vs. Share Leave comment. Suggested vehicles Specification comparison
Related news. The Chevelle was introduced on September 26, as a mid-sized vehicle for the
Chevrolet fleet. It was basically a smaller version of the Impala. Muscle cars were associated
with small vehicles with low weight and very few amenities but large amounts of horsepower
from massive engines. The entire Detroit market had been stricken by creating faster, more
vehicles. The Chevelle flirted with this definition but went a step farther and added versatility
and convenience. When introduced in , its cubic-inch V8 engine producing horsepower was no
match for the cubic-inch V8 that the Pontiac GTO concealed under its hood. In the years that
followed, Chevrolet would answer the challenge with larger, more powerful engines. The
Chevelle was built atop a new A-frame platform and had a inch wheelbase. The suspension was
unequal-length double wishbones in the front and a 4-link live-axle rear suspension. The vehicle
could be ordered in 2 or 4 door bodystyle. The base model was the series while the Malibu SS
was the top-of-the-line model. During the model year, over 76, Chevelle SS's were produced.
Two engine sizes were available, the and cubic inch. Horsepower ranged from through
depending on the engine and configuration. The muscle car market was beginning to heat-up
and Chevrolet needed to prove that they still had what was needed to compete. In , Chevrolet
unleashed a limited edition , known as the Z package. The examples that were produced
featured horsepower, highly-modified suspension and power-assisted steering, and anti-roll
bars in the front and rear. The gear ratio on the Muncie 4-speed transmission was raised from 3.
The and cubic-inch engines were still available. The base engine still produced horsepower
while the top of the line Z79 was now producing horsepower. Production was down by over
SS's from the previous year, now at 72, In , the muscle car era was beginning to decline due to
safety and government regulations. As a result, the engines were detuned and horsepower and
sales plummeted. Nearly 20, Chevelle SS's were sold. The base engine was the L65 cubic-inch
V8 producing horsepower. The top of the line engine, the LS5 V8, was still at muscle-car status
with its horsepower and ft-lbs of torque. The Chevelle's borrowed from the Monte Carlo design
and received single headlights. One of General Motors most successful vehicles, the Chevelle
was a mid-sized car that was introduced in and was produced until The Chevelle models ranged
from economical little family cars to commanding coupes and stunning convertibles. The
Malibu was originally the top trim level in the Chevelle line which eventually replaced the
Chevelle name entirely after The Chevelle was produced with the intention to compete with the
similarly sized Ford Fairlane and to return to the Chevy lineup a model similar is size and
concept to the popular models. The Chevelle was the basis for the Beaumont which was a
re-trimmed model tat was sold only in Canada by Pontiac dealers. From until , four-door hardtop
sedans were named Sport Sedans. In and a two-door station wagon was available in the
bottom-line Chevelle series. From until two-door hardtop coupes and convertibles were
produced while four-door sedans and four-door wagons were offered throughout the entire run.
The two-door hardtops were called Sport coupes, much like other Chevrolet series. The El
Camino lasted longer that its passenger car counterpart and continued to be produced until
When came, so did a new model that even further emphasized the 'Coke bottle' look even more.
A semi-fastback roofline for hardtop coupes became extremely popular. After December 1, new
Federal safety-mandated equipment included side marker lights on each fender, along with
shoulder belts for outboard front seat occupants on cars built from this date onward. All models
had anchors for the belts. Adding complexity under the hood, manual transmission cars
received GM's 'Air Injection Reactor' smog pump. Engine Specs. Dimension Specs. Lower
Priced Cars. Higher Priced Cars. Similar Priced Cars. There are basically two distinct types, one
considerably more valuable and desirable. Original Dealer Built Super All rights reserved. The
material may not be published, broadcast, rewritten, or redistributed. Vehicle information,
history, And specifications from concept to production. Happy Thanksgiving! We will be closed
on November 22nd in observance of the holiday. Bonus Earnings can be used on the purchase
or lease of eligible, new or Chevy vehicles and can be used above applicable GM Rewards

Cards program limits. Bonus Earnings may not be used on the Chevrolet Corvette. Cannot be
combined with certain other GM offers. See dealer for details. Only one Bonus Earnings offer
per Account. Disclosure Closed-end 36 month lease based on new Chevy Trax LT Model 1JV76
subject to credit approval, dealer participation, and vehicle availability. No security deposit
required. Actual payments may vary. Actual prices set by dealer. Dealer contribution may vary
and could affect actual lease payment. See dealer for warranty and lease details or go to chevy.
View Inventory. Disclosure Closed-end 36 month lease based on new Chevy Equinox LS Model
1XX26 subject to credit approval, dealer participation, and vehicle availability. Disclosure
Closed-end 36 month lease based on new Chevy Trailblazer LS Model 1TR56 subject to credit
approval, dealer participation, and vehicle availability. Disclosure Closed-end 36 month lease
based on new Chevy Blazer LT Model 1NR26 subject to credit approval, dealer participation, and
vehicle availability. Disclosure Closed-end 36 month lease based on new Chevy Malibu RS
Model 1ZS69 subject to credit approval, dealer participation, and vehicle availability. Disclosure
Closed-end 36 month lease based on new Chevy Silverado RT Model CK subject to credit
approval, dealer participation, and vehicle availability. Disclosure Closed-end 36 month lease
based on new Chevy Colorado LT Model 12N53 subject to credit approval, dealer participation,
and vehicle availability. Disclosure Closed-end 36 month lease based on new Chevy Bolt LT
Model 1FB48 subject to credit approval, dealer participation, and vehicle availability. Disclosure
Closed-end 36 month lease based on new Chevy Tahoe LT Model CK subject to credit approval,
dealer participation, and vehicle availability. Disclosure Closed-end 36 month lease based on
new Chevy Traverse LT Model 1NW56 subject to credit approval, dealer participation, and
vehicle availability. Disclosure 1. Must be a current lessee of a model year or newer non-GM
vehicle for at least 30 days prior to the new vehicle sale. Customer remains responsible for
current lease payments. Your payments may vary. Closed-end lease. Option to purchase at
lease end for an amount to be determined at lease signing. GM Financial must approve lease.
Late payment and early termination fees apply. Lessee is responsible for insuring the lease
vehicle. Payments may be higher in some states. Not available with some other offers.
Residential restrictions apply. Must be a current lessee of a model year or newer non-Chevy
vehicle for at least 30 days prior to the new vehicle sale.. Must be a current lessee of a model
year or newer non-Chevy vehicle for at least 30 days prior to the new vehicle sale. Not available
with special financing, lease and some other offers. Find Your Silverado. Find Your Equinox.
Find Your Blazer. Find Your Traverse. Exterior Nightfall Gray Metallic Engine 1. View Details.
Exterior Mosaic Black Metallic Engine 1. Exterior Summit White Engine 1. Exterior Silver Ice
Metallic Engine 1. Exterior Midnight Blue Metallic Engine 1. Exterior Oasis Blue Engine Ecotec 1.
See More. Chevrolet New Models. Clear All. The expert team at Motion Chevrolet is committed to
caring for your vehicle for as long as you own it. We have state-of-the-art service facilities and
use the latest diagnostics to maintain and repair your Chevrolet at a competitive price. At
Motion Chevrolet, we use only genuine Chevrolet parts, so you can be sure your vehicle will
perform as well as the day you got it. Order Parts. View Specials. Schedule Service. Customer
Reviews Reviews. View Inventory Read More Reviews. It was great. Daniel C. Read More.
Service staff were excellent!!! Michael C. Great people 5. Miguel G. Always courteous and
helpful 5. Rocco S. Helpful and knowledgeable service desk Ken B. I was very satisfied with the
service Daniel G. Professional, easy, responsive and the George Z. Great experience, this is my
first Chevy John M. The service manager Matt was very John B. Frank, Matt and the team at
Motion are Yvonne N. Our auto repair department in Hackettstown is your premier source for
parts, services, tires, accessories, and new and used vehicles. We are your one-stop shop for
every automobile need that you may have. Looking for financing? No problem! Our dealership
also has a financing department, waiting to make owning your dream vehicle a reality. Learn
More About Us. Current Offers. At Motion Chevrolet our great selection of new and pre-owned
inventory is competitively priced with great offers and incentives. Click to find out what
opportunities are available for you today. There is no need to overpay for professional
Chevrolet repair. Top technology, skilled technicians, and fair pricing have made Motion
Chevrolet a favored auto service center in the Hackettstown area. Shop by Price Range. Get
more for your money. Find a Chevrolet in your price range. We believe in consumer satisfaction
and attempt to make it our main goal. Our vehicles experience a point check before being put up
for purchase, and that is not it. Our vehicles also come with a warranty and an auto-check
certified history. Drivers in Hackettstown and those near Randolph and Budd Lake have made
the drive to our auto repair store at Motion Chevrolet over and over again, owing to our great
customer service. Motion Chevrolet is one of the top destinations auto for service in
Hackettstown. Our state-of-the-art maintenance department features the latest in diagnostic
equipment and highly trained technicians that can help keep your vehicle running the way it
should. Motion Chevrolet in Hackettstown is the answer to all your vehicle financing problems.

We work with numerous local institutions to assist our customers with their distinct credit
needs. In addition to providing better financing options for your beloved vehicle, we can also
provide you special guidance based on your current credit standings. A Chevy Chevelle might
not top your list of dream cars, but this is one you might make an exception for. This super rare
classic muscle car has been given the full Baldwin Motion treatment. Motion Performance
worked with Baldwin
2000 vw beetle ignition coil
1990 road king
2000 cavalier fuse box diagram
Chevrolet to make this Chevelle the marvel that it is. This represents the last of the Baldwin
Motion cars as Baldwin Chevrolet shut down soon after, and other builds became Motion cars
without the Baldwin touch. The full Phase III makeover made the car a king of the streets that
not many other cars could touch. Included in the package was the ci L88 big block, 4-speed
manual transmission, and snappy 4. If this all sounds delectable to you, pull out your wallet
because Nickey Performance has the very last one built listed for sale. Nickey Performance.
Elizabeth is hardcore horsepower enthusiast with unmatched intensity for making things faster
and louder. Billy Madison Project 88 Redo. Car Reviews. New Products. Industry News. Features
Special Features Special Features. Elizabeth Puckett. Photos from Ad. Source : Nickey
Performance. Share this post. Previous Post. Car Feature: Flight of the Falcon. Next Post.
Related Posts New Products. Timeless Muscle. Sal Alaimo. All rights reserved.

